
OPTIMIZING FREIGHT SHIPPING: 
UNLOCKING VALUE WITH MULTI-CARRIER 
SOLUTIONS INTEGRATED WITH YOUR ERP SYSTEM
In This Dynamic And Ever-evolving World Of Shipping And Logistics, Freight Shipping Plays 
An Important Role In Ensuring Goods Reach The Customer’s Location On Time, Safely, 
And Cost Effectively. However, Shippers Often Face Several Challenges That Can Disrupt 
Their Freight Shipping Processes Leading To Increased Costs And Delivery Delays. 
To Address These Challenges, A Few Companies Are Implementing Integrated Shipping 
Solutions To Streamline Global Shipping Operations And Overall Customer Experience.

MAJOR CHALLENGES FACED BY ORGANIZATIONS/SHIPPERS 
WITH FREIGHT SHIPPING.�
Freight Shipping, Whether Ltl Or Ftl, Presents Unique Challenges. Shippers Face Difficulties 
In Selecting The Right Carrier From Numerous Options Like Fedex Freight, Tforce, Expeditors, 
Ch Robinson, Schenker, Abf, Xpo Logistics, And Others, 
Making Decision-making Overwhelming.

CARRIER SELECTION:
For Shippers, Finding The Most Suitable Freight Carrier 
From An Extensive Number Of Options Can Be A Daunting Task.�

SHIPPING RATES:
Obtaining Shipping Rates From Multiple Ltl Carrier Websites
Including Surcharges And Accessorial Fees Can Be Time Consuming.

TRANSIT TIME:�
On-time Deliveries Are Essential For Customer Satisfaction,
But It Can Be Difficult To Precisely Estimate Transit Times 
Across Several Carriers.�

It’s Important To List The Correct Freight Class For Each Type Of Good, 
As Incorrect Classification Can Lead To Unforeseen Costs And Delays.

FREIGHT CLASSIFICATIONS:�



SHIPPING DOCUMENTS:�
Generating And Printing Various Freight Documents Such As 
Carrier Shipping Labels, Bills Of Lading, And Customs Documents 
Like Commercial Invoices And Certificates Of Origin, Is Complex 
And Requires Shippers To Navigate Through Multiple Systems.

TRACKING AND VISIBILITY:�
Tracking and real-time visibility of shipments, especially when using 
multiple freight carriers, can be challenging, potentially causing 
difficulties in managing customer expectations when there is 
an increased number of customer service requests.

CUSTOMS COMPLIANCE:�
For cross-border shipments, complying with several customs 
regulations and documentation requirements can be complex 
and time-consuming.

FREIGHT COORDINATION: �
Scheduling Pickup And Delivery With Carriers While Aligning 
With Customers’ Schedules And Preferences Necessitates 
Efficient Communication And Coordination With Carriers.

CARRIER PERFORMANCE:�

Monitoring carrier performance and evaluating their reliability, 
on-time delivery rates and customer servicelevels requires 
ongoing effort.

BENEFITS/VALUE OF IMPLEMENTING A MULTI-CARRIER 
SHIPPING SOFTWARE
An innovative software will facilitate seamless data comparison between multiple 
carriers for rate, transit time, and services offered, allowing businesses to select 
the most cost-effective option for each shipment from one screen. Furthermore, 
it should simplify paperwork and automate essential documents like packing slips, 
shipping labels, and bills of lading. If the software has integration with ERP systems 
like Oracle E-Business Suite, Oracle ERP Cloud (Fusion Applications), NetSuite, 
and JD Edwards it further improves operational efficiency. Furthermore, the electronic 
signing of BOL’s via mobile devices can eliminate manual paperwork, and integrated 
analytics/reports enable shippers to make informed decisions that optimize 
their shipping strategies.

FREIGHT QUOTING�
One of the biggest benefits of multi-carrier shipping software is the ability to get 
instant freight quotes from multiple carriers with a click of a button. In one platform, 
shippers can compare rates from various carriers which simplifies the decision-making 
process, and they can choose the most cost-effective option for each shipment. 
This eliminates users going to each individual carrier website to check the rates manually.



EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS BY SHIPPING SOFTWARE 
INTEGRATION WITH ERPS�
Integrating multi-carrier shipping software with ERP systems like Oracle EBS, Oracle ERP Cloud, 
NetSuite, and JD Edwards can considerably improve operational efficiency. Out-of-box 
integration eliminates redundant manual data entry reducing potential human mistakes. 
Benefits include faster shipping transactions, reduced costs, and an overall 
boost in productivity.

AUTOMATIC DOCUMENTS GENERATION LIKE PACKING SLIPS, 
SHIPPING LABELS, BILLS OF LADING�
Multi-carrier shipping software streamlines the document generation process 
by automatically printing all shipping documents like packing slips, shipping labels, 
and bills of lading (Standard or master BOL). This eliminates manual processes 
and reduces administrative burdens and shipping errors.It offers Shippers the 
assurance that all documents are generated and printed accurately 
and instantaneously, resulting in a successful shipping process.

ELECTRONIC SIGNING OF BOL USING A MOBILE DEVICE
Shipping Software retrieves all the data that you need on a BOL document automatically 
from your ERP and allows users to go completely paperless. Users can e-sign BOLs on a 
mobile device. The documents can be stored in a central repository for compliance 
purposes and can be easily retrieved when required. All documents part of the order 
cycle such as customer PO, order info, pack slip, EDI, BOL, supporting shipping pictures, 
invoices, export compliance, and more can be linked together and retrieved on demand.

INTEGRATION TYPE – OPTIONS�
Direct API Integration:�
API (Application Programming Interface) integration is real-time and directly 
enables connectivity between the multi-carrier shipping software 
and carrier system to retrieve shipping rates, transit times, 
and tracking information, as well as submit shipping requests.

Rate table based:�
The rate table-based approach involves the loading of rate tables in SMC3 format 
into the shipping software and these rates and pro numbers can be fetched 
automatically into the software for users during the shipping process.

ANALYTICS/REPORTS FOR BETTER DECISION MAKING
Multi-carrier shipping software offers shipping analytics and reports with insights 
into shipper performance, carrier performance, and transportation spend. 
With access to real-time shipping data, shippers can make informed decisions, 
optimize their shipping strategies, and identify areas for improvement. 
These data-driven insights enable organizations to significantly enhance 
their overall shipping operations and improve customer service.
The right shipping software can provide centralized data management 
with real-time shipping analytics. Reports/dashboards can be configured 
in a custom manner to analyze freight spend, delivery delays, and other KPIs.



Some Popular Shipping Analytics Reports are:�
Shipments per carrier/service level

Transportation spend per carrier/service

Freight audit report

On-time deliverability report�

CONCLUSION�
The implementation of multi-carrier shipping software can have a powerful impact 
on operations. It is a strategic investment that drives success in the highly competitive 
shipping and logistics space. By partnering with a reliable and experienced multi-carrier 
shipping software provider, such as ShipConsole, organizations can unlock a world of 
possibilities and enhance their freight shipping capabilities like never before. 
ShipConsole is committed to offering cutting-edge TMS software that empowers 
organizations to streamline their shipping processes, optimize costs, 
and provide exceptional customer experiences. Learn more at  ShipConsole


